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Mines still threaten Colorado  
River, foes say  
  
by Shaun McKinnon - Aug. 11, 2008 12:00 AM
The Arizona Republic  
  
Federal officials plan to remove more than  
16 million tons of abandoned uranium waste  
from a mining site on the banks of the  
Colorado River, but environmental groups  
warn that new threats of toxic pollution lurk  
downstream from future mining activity.  
  
The pile of uranium waste near Moab, Utah,  
will be hauled away by train, but the move  
could take a decade or longer. The  
abandoned mine, environmentalists say,  
highlights the risk of other mines near the  
river.  
  
The Environmental Working Group, a  
Washington, D.C.-based advocacy  
organization, compiled a database of mining  
claims on public lands and found more than  
5,500 hard-rock mining claims within 10  
miles of the river and nearly 1,200 within 5  
miles. Claims for uranium, gold and other  
metals have doubled along the river in the  
past five years as demand for the materials  
rose.   
  
Environmental groups say mines too close  
to a river could contaminate the water and  
damage fragile ecosystems. The Colorado  
River supplies water for drinking and  

irrigation to more than 25 million people in  
Arizona, Nevada, California and four other  
states.

Existing laws permit mining on public lands  
with only a few restrictions. Attempts to  
protect rivers or to close ecologically  
sensitive areas to mining have failed in the  
past. A broad rewrite of the laws was passed  
this year in the House but seems unlikely to  
even come up for a vote in the Senate, where  
mining enjoys stronger support.

"The Colorado River is the lifeblood of the  
West," said Dusty Horwitt, an analyst for the  
Environmental Working Group. "The Senate's  
failure to pass the mining law (would leave)  
citizens virtually powerless to protect  
drinking water."

Mining companies say only a few of the  
claims identified in the advocacy group's  
study will turn into mines. They argue that  
existing laws protect the land by forcing  
mining operations to undergo a litany of  
reviews before the first bucket of ore is  
removed. 

A top mining executive who testified before  
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources  
Committee earlier this year said new mines  
are either restricted or banned on more than  
half of public lands.

"Congress has closed lands to mining for  
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wilderness, national parks, wildlife refuges,  
recreation areas and wild and scenic rivers,"  
said William Cobb, vice president of  
environmental services for Freeport- 
McMoRan Copper & Gold.  
  
Laws cover operations from start to finish,  
Cobb said, and he warned that new controls  
could harm the industry's domestic business  
and hurt U.S. companies in their bid to  
compete globally.  
  
A river at risk   
  
Environmental groups say existing laws  
won't prevent another fiasco like the one  
near Moab, where uranium waste seeped into  
the water for decades after the mine's owner  
failed to remove the pile.  
  
The costs of cleaning the toxic mound grew  
so high that the owner, Atlas Corp.,  
eventually filed for bankruptcy protection.  
The federal government stopped the  
seepage several years ago and agreed in  
2005 to move the waste away from the river.  
  
"What we're seeing here is that the cost of  
remediating a big uranium mill is  
astronomical," said Bill Hedden, executive  
director of Grand Canyon Trust, a Flagstaff  
group that fought for removal of the waste.  
"In this case, as in many others, the company  
responsible has skipped out of town without  
paying much of anything and left taxpayers  

paying."

The U.S. Department of Energy said last  
week that it would remove the waste by train,  
considered the safest method, but the  
agency said the process could take a decade  
or longer. 

In the meantime, Hedden said, the river is at  
risk.

"The big threat right now is some kind of  
high-water year or a really dramatic  
thunderstorm," he said. "The pile blocks a  
large drainage (route) out of Arches National  
Park. A flash flood could wash a lot of  
tailings into the river."

Grand Canyon focus 

Although the Environmental Working Group  
found mining claims down the whole length  
of the Colorado River, most of the recent  
attention has been focused on the Grand  
Canyon, through which the Colorado flows.

Mining companies with uranium claims  
along the Canyon rim were poised to drill  
exploratory tunnels last year when Grand  
Canyon Trust, the Sierra Club and the Center  
for Biological Diversity intervened.

In April, a court blocked a British company  
from drilling tunnels. In June, the U.S. House  
issued an emergency declaration to block  
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uranium mining and exploration on 1 million  
acres of public land around the park.  
  
U.S. Rep. Raul Grijalva, D-Ariz., has  
introduced legislation to permanently  
protect the Canyon's watershed, but that bill  
faces the same uphill climb as the broader  
rewrite in the Senate.  
  
Representatives from the three states on the  
lower Colorado River have urged Congress  
to act. Arizona Gov. Janet Napolitano said  
lawmakers should at least block mining  
around the Canyon until more is understood  
about the water and land in the region.  
  
The Southern Nevada Water Authority and  
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern  
California also expressed concern, seeking  
stronger environmental analyses before  
future mines are allowed to open.  
  
The price of mining   
  
The National Mining Association says too  
many new regulations would impose major  
costs on an industry already under  
economic pressure.  
  
When the House approved its bill,  
association President Kraig Naasz described  
the new environmental rules as redundant  
and said U.S. companies are already the  
world's most regulated. The bill includes  
other changes, such as an end to low-cost  

mining claims and requirements that  
companies pay royalties on materials  
removed from public lands.

But even regulations can't protect water  
sources if mines are opened too close to  
rivers or aquifers, conservation advocates  
argue. They cite a long list of mines that have  
polluted aquifers or damaged lengths of  
rivers.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
estimated that mines have contaminated  
stretches of streams and rivers on  
headwaters in 40 percent of the West's  
watersheds. The agency is spending $30,000  
a day to treat contaminated runoff at one  
Colorado site.

"In the case of uranium, just the act of  
prospecting and drilling holes to obtain  
samples can contaminate water supplies,"  
said Roger Clark, air and energy program  
director for Grand Canyon Trust. "The laws  
we have in place are inadequate to assure  
environmental protection from exploration  
to extraction and to follow-up and cleanup."
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